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ENGLISH TEST

45 Minutes—75 Questions

DIRECTIONS:In the five passagesthat follow, certain
words and phrases are underlined and numbered.In
the right-hand column, you will find alternatives for the
underlined part. In most cases, you are to choose the
one that best expresses the idea, makes the statement
appropriate for standard written English, or is worded

most consistently with the style and tone of the passage
as a whole.If you think the original version is best,
choose “NO CHANGE.” In some cases,youwill find in
the right-hand column a question about the underlined
part. You are to choose the best answerto the question.

You will also find questions about a section of the pas-
sage, or about the passage as a whole. These questions

do not refer to an underlined portion of the passage, but
rather are identified by a number or numbersin a box.

For each question, choosethe alternative you consider
best andfill in the corresponding oval on your answer
document. Read each passage through oncebefore you
begin to answer the questions that accompanyit. For
many of the questions, you must read several sentences
beyond the question to determine the answer. Be sure
that you have read far enough ahead each time you
chooseanalternative.

 

PASSAGE|

Mystery Paper Sculptor
—_—

Between March and Novemberof 2011

anonymousdonorleft intricately“Crafted papersculptures
1

at various cultural institutions in Edinburgh, Scotland.
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(Delighted, each sculpture wasleft secretly and waslater
 

discovered by staff. The deliaate sculptures—streetscapes,

plants, sail animals—werecarved exclusively from the

pages and bindings of books. Thetiny details in the

pieces are awe-inspiring.

Thefirst sculpture discovered—at the Scottish

Poetry Library—wasa tiny tree formed from a book

ofverse. Library staff dubbed it the “poetree.” The

tree sits atop a book. Beneniti the tree are the halves of

a golden paper egg, each halffilled with words clipped

from the poem “A Trace of Wings” by Edwin Morgan.
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1. Which choice most effectively emphasizes the com-
plexity of the paper sculptures?

/NO CHANGE
B. impressively
C.. terrifically
D. superbly

Vocal

2. Fs... NO CHANGE
(@Bach sculpture was left secretly and later discov-

ered by delightedstaff.
H. Left secretly and later discovered by staff, each

sculpture was delighted.
J. Secretly delighted, each sculpture was discovered

by staff. 0
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3,4No CHANGE
B. specified
C. adorned

D. honored
VOCAb

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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At Edinburgh’s Filmhouse Cinema, a three-

4

dimensional sculpted scene shows patrons
4

sitting in a movie theateras nehedebut of
5

the screen. At the Scottish Storytelling Centre, a

dragon crafted from the pages of a mystery novel
6

wasfound nesting in a window. At the National

 

Museum of Scotland, a papertail was spotted emerging

from the spine of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s book

The Lost World, Inside, a dinosaur charges through

shredded pages of the open book. More creations

appeared at more than a few additional places where
 

7

literature and artifacts are related to books and writing.
7
 

Therefore, a total of ten sculptures were bestowed on
8

special institutions, whosestaff are thrilled by their luck.

ae, en

TheGreatowofthese sculpturestarehot known
- 9

because no one has claimedresponsibility. So far, that

 

is. The last giftcame with a note in which the mystery
=~.

artist reveals her gender,Whatever: whoevercreated
ns |

 

jf \

the artyourjhtention is clear. Each gift came with a
20a

note expressing special gratitude for “libraries, books,
12
 

words, ideas.” [33]
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5. A.

©
6.

G.
H.
J.

7. A.
B.

C.

@
8.
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9. A.

&:
10. F

G

a
11. A.

b
<i). note of gratitude expressing

H. thank-you note on each one expressing

J.

 

NO CHANGE i
Cinema,a three-dimensional sculpted, scene wv
Cinema a three-dimensional sculpted scene, Co
Cinemaa three-dimensional, sculpted, scene

NO CHANGE re 00% A
movie theatersas hors ’s leaps Wn

oad pbtgaa movie theater as horses. leap.)
movie theatér’'s iseen leap

NO CHANGE ah
dragon—crafted from the pages ae A) 0
dragon,crafted from the pages, d0yO"0
dragon crafted from the pages, “pn eT

esSt

ortPe neo?
No cHance ON Not
a numberofadditional cultural institutions support-
ing intellectual endeavors dedicated to promoting
quite a lot of other cultural institutions character-
ized by loyalty and dedication to
several libraries and museumsdevoted to

NO CHANGE 4\0v
Eventually, nak Ad)
Of course, (ody We

However,

NO CHANGE youl 1°)
creators of this sculptures are
creator of these sculpturesis_
creatorsof this sculptures is—

nonron

NO CHANGE
. Disregarding the unknownidentity of the person
who

Without consideration of or concern about wh

Regardless of who NANONEANNES
ever

NO CHANGE
whose

her
our

SL AWot
ecial gratefulness

Nieae

NO CHANGE

and thanks

thanks
thankful note expressing special thanks ¥

13. If the writer were to delete the preceding sentence, the
para

A.

C.
D.

graph would primarily lose a statementthat:

suggests the essay writer knowsthe identity of the
artist.
explains whythe artist created the sculptures.
provesthe artist is a woman.
indicates the artist is a librarian.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Ironically, the gy of these exquisite

—

sculptures who destroyed books—cutting them
: \ 4 ¥

yw

up with refashioning theminto elaborate works
15

of art—as “a tiny gesture in support of the special

 

places.” The mystery artist celebrated the magic of

those places and, at the same time, made some magic.

 

14. F. NO CHANGE
G. for whom books were destroyed—

. as she destroyed books—
destroyed books—

15. A. NO CHANGE
BY and
C. nor

D. so

 

PASSAGEII

Building a Cork Boat

(1)

As a young boy, John Pollack dreamed of

building a full-size boat madeentirely of bottle

corks. ahi the age of thirty-four, Pollack sailed

his dream downthe Douro Riverin Portugal. It

all began as Pollack is likely to point out, with
16
 

a single cork.

[2]

To amass the staggering numberof corks needed to

construct the boat, 165,231 in all, Pollack convinced the
17

staff, of several restaurants in Washington, DC, to donate
17

discarded corks for his cause. eMPollack eventually

 

received cork donations from a cork-importing company
18
 

based in Portugal.

[3]

Constructing the boat introduced a challenge

of another variety. Pollack finally tried gluing the
19

corks togetherto create stackable logs, but he soon

 

realized that this strategy was too time-consuming. [ck
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Question 30 asks about the preceding passage
as a whole. =

   
30. The writer wants to add the following sentence to the (A. ?

essay:

“Remember,” he would say as he made his
daily pickups, “every cork counts.”

The sentence would mostlogically be placed at:

Point A in Paragraph 1.
ne B in Paragraph 2.

Point C in Paragraph3.
J. Point D in Paragraph 5.

yw
16. ANGE nos \\
(© bebegs n, as Pollack is likely to point 0 it, os uP

beaue'3y, as Pollackis likely to point gut a yu
J. besaasn ag Pollackis likely to point out @ *

@ Ww?oeoe
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17. A. NO CHANGE os/

B. boat (165,231) in all, Pollack convinced the staff
of several restaurantss-=

@ bodt—] 5,231 in MP llack convinced the staff
of séVeral restaurants

D. boat, 165,231, in all, Pollack convincedthe staff of

several restaurants

18. (FR,) NO CHANGE
donations, from a cork-importing company,

i. donations, from a cork-importing company wo?
J. donations from a cork-importing company, eo”

19. A. NO CHANGE

ime oduv

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



He calculated that it would have taken him and one

 

other person morethen a year’s worth of eight-hour
20

daysto glue all the corks neededfor the boat.

[4]

Piles of corks threatened to take over Pollack’s
21

apartment. He used a foam template to assemble a

 

21 (99)4

cin

engroup of corksinto a pretty interesting shape. He
22

then fastened each cluster of corks with multiple

rubber bands and encased eachcluster in fishnet.

To bind clusters together and shaping them into flexible
23

columnsprovedto be both efficient and architecturally

 

sound. Dozensof friends expedited this proper process
24

by volunteering to help with the construction of the boat.

[5]

The completed cork boat, which resembled a Viking

 

ship, was more impressive than Pollack had ever imagined.

ohn his childhood imagination, he had saw himself

25

floating the boat in his neighbor’s swimmingpool. But

at a length of twenty-two feet, Pollack’s masterpiece
26

wasbestsuited with a grand voyage. In 2002,the
27

companythat had donated thousandsofcorksto
28

Pollack’s project sponsored the vessel’s launch in

Portugal. There, during the boat’s successful journey

on the Douro River, in the country of Portugal, Pollack’s

29

dream wasfully realized. u
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20. & NO CHANGE

G.) than a year’s
H. than years’
J. then a years

21. Which choice mosteffectively introduces the paragraph?

z NO CHANGE
Over the course of many months, Pollack con-

i) * vinced peopleto help.
7C. Pollack was afraid that he would have to put his

cork boat dream on hold.
cart ©“> After a series of trials, Pollack devised a workable

strategy.

22. Which choice provides the most specific description of
the assembled groupsof corks?

“cad
FE, NO CHANGE Xe
G) hexagonal Sget

. certain
J. DELETEthe underlined portion.

23. A. NO CHANGE
@ Binding\clusters together and to shape ow

) Bin ing‘clusters together and shaping) Qo
Binding clusters together and shape

24. Which choice best indicates that constructing tne.rk
boat was challenging?

F. NO CHANGE
& authentic

4 rigorous
J. grim

yoo?

25. A. NO CHANGE r 9)
B. had seen himself Ja

seen himself

D. saw him

26( NO CHANGE pteo
G. length, of twenty-twofe D\ put’
H. lengthot twenty-twofeet; W
di lengtho twenty-two feet/

27. A. NO CHANGE ay
B.. most well suited to

( CG better suited for core
best suited as

28.4) NO CHANGEYS ox
G. company, which’
H. company whom
J. company, who

29, A. NO CHANGE
B. River, which is a river in Portugal,

Riverin Portugal,
gOa“ b) River,

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.


